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Abstract
Hydrocarbon exploration within the Vienna Basin becomes more and more challenging as all obvious features and structures have been drilled.
Still, classic exploration work is required due to technological advances like spectral decomposition that help to visualize even thin reservoir
layers which usually are below seismic resolution. Resolution is the critical parameter for the understanding of fluvial and shallow marine
sedimentary systems of the Upper Badenian: Despite the high density of wells in the area, a cross correlation between producing fields is
difficult due to meandering channel belts, fast facies changes, and fault zones which impair the seismic signal. This local prospect study
investigates the detailed extent of the channel-levee-overbank complex and its different facies to better characterize and trace the stacked
reservoir strata. Furthermore, sedimentary features from this small area will be put into a regional context and compared with international
analogues. For spectral decomposition, different 3D seismic cubes are used. An extensive amount of porosity and permeability data from offset
wells is used for the categorization of the channel-levee-overbank complex. First results from a more regional study show that one of the major
risks is channel amalgamation and the absence of intraformational seals. The very good porosities of up to 29% would remain unprospective if
there is no proper top seal present. However, more detailed results will be presented. This new data could help to draw better conclusions about
the evolution of the shallow marine depositional system. Furthermore, these results show that modern seismic visualization techniques and indepth studies of reservoir properties make exploration economically worthwhile even within long standing producing fields.
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Fig. 2: Geological overview map of the
Vienna Basin with hydrocarbon ﬁeld
outlines and positions of wells used in this
study. Synthesized and modiﬁed after Hinsch et al.
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The main challenge today is volumes: undrilled structures
are comparably small, therefore more than one reservoir unit is needed to make leads economic.
The main prospect risk is top seal as shale layers on top of reservoir sands are subseismic and
difﬁcult to assess (Fig. 6).
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DISCUSSION
Both, Fig. 8a-d and Fig. 9a-c show stacked channel structures which originate in the
north, beyond the Czech border, and run southwards, (sub)parallel along the
Steinberg Fault. Together with attenuating amplitudes of reﬂectors seen in the
seismic section (Fig. 3) and decreasing channel structures towards the east, this
leads to the asumption that deposition occurred on top of an active fault block:
normal faults along its western and eastern margins restricted the sediment ﬂow into
a small corridor. Such a fault dictated river setting can be observed also in recent
days (Fig. 10).
In order to distinguish different generations of channel-levee-overbank systems,
each channel body was mapped individually and set into context along a vertical
section (Fig. 11). Like this, two depositional systems of different ages could be
identiﬁed: an older, more proximal delta system in the north and a younger, more
distal system in the south. The boundary in between these two systems seems to
coincide roughly with the 18TH horizon.
Interpretation of CPI log data (PHIE and Vshale) of well-1, well-2, well-8, and well-14
underlines the very distal position of well-1 (as can be seen also in Fig. 9a-c) and
the margin of the depositional space, respectively (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 10: Fault dictated river discharge (Okavango Delta, Botsuana)
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Sand porosities are bimodally distributed
which can be explained by the shalier hence
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low porosity overbank deposits and the
sandy, porous channel deposits (Fig. 13).
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This pattern was observed also in other
younger channel system
E
channel-overbank settings within the area
18TH
(OMV, pers. communication).
Furthermore, the parameters of the reservoir
older channel system
sands of this study match quite well with
Fig.11: Single channel bodies mapped with 3D autotracker (seed conﬁdence 30%) and ﬂattened
river-dominated analog systems listed in the on 18TH horizon. Orientation towards the west (perpendicular to strike of the Steinberg Fault).
DAKS reservoir database by C&C Reservoirs: avg.
porosities of 15-28%, a net to gross of 0.3-0.7, permeabilities
All ﬁndings mentioned above lead to the following
a)
13-16TH
of 200-1500 mD, and oil recovery factors of 30-50%.
interpretation of channel distribution (Fig. 11):
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1) Formation of a large delta system and deposition of
thick continuous sand bodies in the north around well-2,
well-13, and well-14.
2) Shift of sediment deposition towards deeper levels in
the south.
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3) Balancing of ongoing subsidence along the Steinberg
Fault by continuous sediment input resulting in southward
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RESERVOIR DISTRIBUTION & OUTLOOK on EXPLORATION
Fault splays along the Steinberg Fault triggered the formation of three-way-anticlinal structures
which are laterally sealed by the Steinberg Fault itself. These structures are comparably small
2
(area < 0.30 km ); nevertheless, they become economic due to the presence of stacked channels
forming mutliple reservoir layers, and the vicinity to existing infrastructure (Fig. 2).
The biggest uncertainty, the presence of top seal, could be de-risked based on the interpretation
of the depositional environment: it becomes more distal towards the south (i.e. higher shale
contents; see Fig. 9 a-c); hence one can expect more and thicker intraformational top seal layers.
Fig. 14 shows the geometry of such a drillable prospect.

2x vertical exaggeration

18TH

Fig. 14: Prospect along the Steinberg Fault (view from the west/through the fault) consisting of six
stacked reservoir horizons. Offset wells show hydrocarbon (green = oil, red/orange = gas) and
water (blue) ﬁlled horizons.
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